### Assignment 3

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. **Due on 2018-02-15, 23:59 IST.**

#### Submitted assignment

1) Weber treats

- States as primary  
- Collective consciousness as primary  
- Supra-individual social entities are primary  
- Individuals as primary

**No, the answer is incorrect.**  
**Score: 0**  
**Accepted Answers:**  
*Individuals as primary*

2) What is positivism?

- Supremacy of religion over science  
- Supremacy of sciences over non-sciences  
- Science is inferior to metaphysics  
- Everything should be considered science

**No, the answer is incorrect.**  
**Score: 0**  
**Accepted Answers:**  
*Supremacy of sciences over non-sciences*

3) Interpretative understanding is a method that stresses the importance of understanding of

- Traditional social action  
- Affective or emotive social action  
- Intentional human action

---

4) What is neo-Kantianism?

- Society can be studied objectively
- Society cannot be studied at all because of its complexity
- Our image of the social world is constructed that involves selection and multiple interpretations
- There is no difference between natural sciences and social sciences

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Our image of the social world is constructed that involves selection and multiple interpretations

5) What is a supra-individual social entity?

- Individual social action
- Meanings associated with individual social action
- Reasons and motives of individual social action
- Collective consciousness

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Collective consciousness

6) According to Weber, what are the paradigmatic objects of sociological knowledge?

- States
- Institutions
- Collective consciousness
- Individual social actions, their meanings and causes

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Individual social actions, their meanings and causes

7) According to Weber, classes are based on

- Only economic differentiation
- Life chances and causal components
- Only voting rights
- Only political opportunities

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Life chances and causal components

8) According to Weber, value interpretation comprises

- Cultural relevance and meanings
- Habits and customs
- Emotions
- None of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.
9) According to Weber, selection is based on  
- Social action  
- Ideal types  
- Cultural relevance  
- Class situation

No, the answer is incorrect.

Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
- Cultural relevance

10) According to Weber, what are attached to individual social actions?
- Habits and customs  
- Emotions  
- Religions  
- Meanings

No, the answer is incorrect.

Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
- Meanings

11) Max Weber’s methodological writings are usually characterised as effecting a reconciliation between
- Theology and metaphysics  
- Positivism and theology  
- Neo-Kantianism and metaphysics  
- Positivism and neo-Kantianism

No, the answer is incorrect.

Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
- Positivism and neo-Kantianism

12) Methodological individualism refers to
- Theoretical positions holding that adequate sociological accounts necessarily involve reference to persons, their interpretations of their circumstances and the reasons and motives for the actions they take  
- Theoretical positions holding that adequate sociological accounts necessarily involve reference to states, institutions, classes and collective consciousness  
- Theoretical positions holding that adequate sociological accounts necessarily involve reference to only supra-individual social entities  
- Theoretical positions holding that adequate sociological accounts necessarily involve reference to only social structures

No, the answer is incorrect.

Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
- Theoretical positions holding that adequate sociological accounts necessarily involve reference to persons, th
interpretations of their circumstances and the reasons and motives for the actions they take